22. The Chinese Catholic community at St. Joseph would like to have a library room to put their lectionary books (in Chinese) and other books (spiritual-related).
23. A baby-sitting room and small restroom for little children beside the baby sitting room.
24. How do we get people to use the narthex as entrance to church rather than the side doors?
25. Access to Eucharistic and Reconciliation chapels for use with access to restrooms without leaving the whole church open to possible vandalism or other crime.
26. Need a few tables to put up near the doors for display at special events and services. Do we have a place to store them?
27. Do we need to store any chairs which would be brought in for additional seating?
28. Storage space needed to choir, for seasonal decorations for janitor supplies and a ladder to change lights.
29. Permanent pulleys and hooks so we can hang decorations high in the ceiling.
30. How do we change lights and other difficult maintenance?
31. How do we handle small services in such a large space?
32. Where and how will we have a screen and projector?
33. Will there be a mixer for sound system?
34. What about plasma or large scale display---especially in a curved space?
35. Do we need to have security cameras, especially near doors where young people or women might have to wait for a ride?
36. What about security lighting? Parking is so far away, especially at night for small events like choir practice.
37. The main entrance is located around the building from the main parking. Is there more direct access available?
38. Can we put some benches under the avocado tree?
39. Storage needs: separate from church for all different ministries.
40. Consider that doors into sanctuary be half glass to eliminate distraction from activities in circulation space.
41. Baby changing in restrooms.
42. Kiosk for parish operational notices separate from community notices.
43. Activities/noise, of #17 to not detract from sanctity of parish space.
44. More advanced security system for chapel.
45. deadened acoustics (windows, doors)